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ACTORS OF PROLIFERATION OF WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION
Miroslav MAREŠ

The paper analyses the current security threat – proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction – from the point of view of the concept of actors. The proliferation of WMD
is initiated by actors who struggle for the possession of such weapons (contemporarily
mainly the so called “rogue states” and terrorist groups). In some cases the proliferation
trade proceeds with the help of the mediators (“third states”, organized crime groups
etc.). Originators or suppliers of proliferation components are states, companies, scientists etc. Various actors ght against proliferation (states and their specialized institutions, international organizations, NGO´s).
¬¬¬

CURRENT APROACHES TO THE OPERATIONAL PLANNING
Josef PROCHÁZKA

This article sums up the current theoretical approaches to the operational planning, which are based on the Czech Republic’s Armed Force Doctrines and NATO Guidance for Operational Planning – GOP. Through personal experience gained during his
assignment in operation ALTHEA, which is European Union led mission in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, as the Chief for Operational Planning Group of the Planning Branch at HQ
EUFOR in Sarajevo, the specic issues of operational planning on operations supporting
the ght against organized crime are brought.
¬¬¬

DEPLOYMENT OF THE CZECH ARMED FORCES
IN PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Josef RUČKA

Military aspects of a peace agreement reached between then parties to the conict
are the foundation for the formulation of an operational plan of a peacekeeping mission. Mission objectives provided in the operation plan have a fundamental effect on
the actual employment of Czech armed forces and means in a peacekeeping operation.
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The potential deployment of Czech armed forces and means in a peacekeeping operation
depends upon the broad spectrum of the peacekeeping operations, in which the Czech
Armed Forces will be able to participate in the future.
¬¬¬

TRENDS OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT IN THE AREA OF NETWORK
ENABLED CAPABILITY: I – UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES
Bohuslav VÍŠEK

This article deals with trends of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) development
in the frame of Network Enabled Capability (NEC) concept. There are described importance UAVs, areas of their military using and inter operability issues in NEC. Article
presents information about operation requirements on the technology elements of UAVs
and trends of their commitment into different mission. Partly shows the orientation of
their research and development.
¬¬¬

THE “WAR AGAINST TERRORISM”: AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH
Vilém KOLÍN

Since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the United States of America
has been waging the so called “war against terrorism.” There are, however, number of
pitfalls associated with such an approach. In place of a vaguely dened and elusive
broad concept represented by the “war against terrorism,” the United States should adopt
a clear and narrowly formulated strategy. The Bush administration should be realistic
about its ability to eliminate terrorists all around the world. It should concentrate its
wartime efforts on those areas only that are vital for terrorists’ ability to plan and operate; target those global terrorist organizations that pose the most immense and serious
threat to the United States; and neutralize those political motives and underlying conditions that spawn terrorist attacks in areas most at risk. This article points to this direction. It articulates an alternative policy toward terrorism and provides guidelines for
its implementation. The rationale of the proposed approach is evident after examining
seven objectives of this policy. The costs, benets and risks associated with these objectives are set forth, and the dening question is posed for the Bush administration: What
is the end state of the “war against terrorism?”
¬¬¬
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SECURITY, RISKS AND THREATS OF THE 21ST CENTURY
Štefan VOLNER

The article denes the concept of insecurity, which it considers a synthesis of
the notions: threat, risk and danger. The author newly denes these terms and provides
a coherent categorization of threats and risks in the 21st century.
¬¬¬

THE HARDCORE OF MILITARY SCIENCE
Karel NOVOTNÝ

The article denes the military science in its range and complexity. It describes the
subject and the substance of military science and points to the interconnection between
the military science and natural and social sciences, both of which form systems of its
systemic background. Finally, it describes mutual relations for the objectivization of
relevant solutions of the armed contest and related issues.
¬¬¬

DEALING WITH THE LONG-TERM OUTLOOK CONCEPTION
Antonín KRÁSNÝ
Josef PROCHÁZKA

This article is concerned with some basic ideas which might be relevant for preparation of strategic paper called “Long term outlook of MOD department development”.
These ideas are focused on creation of such armed forces which will possess required
operational capabilities for peace time strategic security environment. War time capabilities will be built up once the deterioration of strategic security environment is indicated.
It is based on precondition that war conict against Czech Republic and its allies is in
the next 10 years unlikely to happen.
¬¬¬

INFORMATIZATION OF INSTITUTIONS OPERATE
WITH STRATEGIC STUDIES
Michal JANOUŠEK

The article analyses the sample of 50 institutions research strategic studies from
the view their informative support.
¬¬¬
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LIMITED MISSILE DEFENSE SYSTEM AND ITS STRATEGIC STABILITY
CONSEQUENCES
Jan ZÁVĚŠICKÝ

The main purpose of presented essay is to demonstrate a statement that only not
deploying limited missile defence system can lead to the change of standing situation.
Hence the stable strategic situation would be disturbed. Author pointed this hypothesis
to the National Missile Defence (NMD) system operated by USA. Article then sums up,
that not deploying NMD would disrupt contemporary strategic stability – characterized
as an international system state without open war. These assumptions do not include
the dynamics of the mutual relationship of any equal actors, such as United States of
America and Russian Federation due to the limitations of the NMD system. From the
American point of view the NMD system eliminates such threats as posed e.g. by North
Korea or Iran.
¬¬¬

TRANSFORMATION OF THE SWEDISH DEFENCE POLICY:
FROM NEUTRALITY TO NON-PARTICIPATION
Jan Martin ROLENC

The article deals with the change in Swedish security policy since 1814, when
Sweden rst declared neutrality. It analyses the position of Sweden in European security
relations in the 20th century, particularly during the WW1 and WW2 and during the cold
war. It comments on the Swedish security-policy doctrines of 1956, 1992 and 2002. It
describes the change in Swedish security policy in the beginning of the 1990, which
led to the decision to enter the EU, and it seeks the reasons for this change. It deals
with Swedish security priorities in the relations with the EU (enlargement, Nordic cooperation, greater openness and crisis management), UN, NATO and WEU. Finally, it
also mentions some issues related to the reform of Swedish defence policy and to the
modernisation of armed forces.
¬¬¬
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